Quantitative multiscale imaging and analysis of membrane protein and actin cortex organization
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Short Abstract — Membrane protein (MP) organization and signaling depends on the actin cortex (AC). Evidence for this has been largely obtained through actin perturbation experiments, which preclude the quantification of AC dynamics. To derive explicit relationships between the dynamic organization of MPs and the AC in live unperturbed cells, we developed a novel imaging and computational analysis framework that integrates single-molecule imaging and fluorescent speckle microscopy. Using machine learning approaches, we identified a novel biphasic relationship between MP mobility and AC density. Our framework will aid with elucidating the general principles of how the AC regulates the dynamic organization of MPs and with quantitatively predicting MP behavior based on AC activities.
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I. BACKGROUND

Cell surface membrane protein (MP) organization and signaling are influenced greatly by the actin cortex (AC), a subset of the cytoskeleton very close to the plasma membrane [1-3]. While the AC is a dynamic structure, most studies to date investigating how the AC influences membrane protein organization have not been able to access cortical actin dynamics, because the AC is too dense to resolve with conventional light microscopy. Thus, most studies have perturbed the actin cytoskeleton to infer its role on MP organization, which precludes any quantification of actin dynamics in the absence of perturbation and raises concerns of cytotoxicity [4, 5].

II. METHOD

To overcome these challenges, we developed a novel multicolor imaging and computational analysis framework to simultaneously observe MP and AC dynamic organization in live single cells. Specifically, we visualized MPs and extracted their dynamic organization using single molecule imaging (SMI) and single particle tracking [6]. At the same time, we captured the AC organization and dynamics using quantitative fluorescent speckle microscopy (FSM) [7]. SMI and FSM are two distinct imaging modalities that we optimized to follow MP and AC dynamics. We then built a computational pipeline to put temporally and spatially relevant information obtained from SMI and FSM together. Then, we derived quantitative relationships between the MP behavior and the AC dynamics using machine learning.

III. RESULTS

Application of this pipeline to the cell surface receptor CD36, and chimeric control transmembrane proteins with different abilities to bind the AC, revealed a novel biphasic relationship between MP diffusion and AC density. At lower actin densities, actin promoted CD36 movement and had little effect on CD36 clustering. At higher actin densities, actin inhibited CD36 movement and promoted CD36 clustering. While both freely diffusing and confined MPs exhibited a dependence on AC dynamics, confined MPs showed a stronger dependence. Our results highlight the unique information that can be learned through direct simultaneous imaging and analysis of the dynamics of both the AC and cell surface MPs. This work provides a general framework that can be used to quantitatively study the relationship between the dynamic organization of MPs and the AC.
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